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Diavolezza Litera-Tour 

3) Mountain axe 

Now we have successfully completed the ascent, we are standing at 3000 meters above 

sea-level on the Diavolezza, with its stunning panorama of the Bernina Massif – the 

‘ballroom’ of the Alps. In the summer months through to autumn, we mountaineers and 

climbers, for whom the peaks of the Bernina Massif hold a magical fascination, are in our 

element here.  Above all are the three peaks of Piz Palü and the well-known Biancograt 

on Piz Bernina, the marked, narrow, white ridge which rises along the northern side of 

the mountain. In the year 1850, at the age of 28, Johann Coaz and his helpers were the 

first to summit this, the highest peak in the Eastern Alps. And in 1973, the extreme skier 

Heini Holzer was the first to make tracks down the Biancograt on skis - a year later he 

even skied down the feared north face of Piz Palü. 

Unfortunately, historical documentation does not reveal who achieved the first ascent of 

the Palü in the summer of 1835. However, the name of the Graubünden native and 

notable alpinist of his day, Gian Marchet Colani, has been mentioned in this context. The 

first confirmed ascent of the East Summit took place on 24 July 1866, and was financed 

by some Englishmen. Similarly, an Englishman was also in the party to make the first 

ascent of the Main Summit also in the year 1866, along with a local mountain guide and 

porter. The first traverse of all three summits was achieved in 1868 by three guests of 

the well-known mountain guides Hans and Christian Grass.  

The glacier’s crevasses are snow-covered even in summer and can be treacherous and 

dangerous, and have been the scene of some dramatic accidents, whose victims’ bodies 

were only recovered from the glacier many years later. One of the worst such accidents 

occurred in June 1957 when Italian alpinists, among them one woman, climbed the East 

Summit in the early hours of the morning. Once the sun had risen, it was the perfect time 

for a summit picture, which is where the drama all began. The cornice upon which the 

group was standing broke off, and tore the entire party with it down the mountain. The 

rescue team was able to recover one man and bring him down to the valley alive; a 

dangerous undertaking, as night had already fallen. Remember that at this time, there 

was still no such thing as rescue helicopters and the injured man had to be transported 

upon a rescue sled over ice, snow and crevasses. The following day, a rescue party 30-

strong was on the scene, but unfortunately, for the remaining nine victims, it was 

already too late. The previously mentioned glacier pilot, Fredy Wyssel, flew 8 corpses 

down to the valley. The ninth has never been recovered, and remains entombed in the 

glacier’s eternal ice.   

 

As mentioned before, it is not just us men who climb these mountains, which, with the 

equipment used back then, consisting of fustian shirts, loden jackets, scratchy pants and 

heavy leather boots, was strenuous enough. The ropes too were sometimes too short 

and the ski descents in telemark style with the wooden laths of the day, utterly 
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exhausting. Even still, some women also came along for the adventure, climbing clad in 

their even less practical skirts upon the mountains and glaciers. They were often 

dressed no differently than they would have done to do some shopping around town. 

The more comfortable trousers, generally knickerbockers, would not become 

fashionable for women until the early-1900s. 

The glaciers, and the imposing mountain world also attracted filmmakers. In 1929, 

director Arnold Fanck produced a widely-viewed film on Piz Palü. Inspired by a brief 

article about some young mountaineers’ fight for survival in the frigid heights, he wrote 

the script for the film The white hell of Piz Palü. Albeit a silent film, its suspense had 

audiences’ hearts pounding. It is a story of love, ambition and death in the icy mountains. 

The actors had to persevere through weeks of frozen nights. For the harrowing scene 

amid snow and ice upon a narrow ledge of refuge, high in the North Face of the Palü, an 

artificial wall of ice was constructed in Pontresina. 

And even James Bond was up here. Admittedly, only for a few action sequences used in 

the film trailer for ‘A View to a Kill’ from 1984, with a hellish chase on the glacier of 

Vadretta di Scerscen, which is located between Piz Roseg and Piz Palü, and was filmed 

by Willy Bogner. Sir Roger Moore was replaced by a stunt double and thus was not 

personally involved, which is too bad for him, as he missed an unforgettable experience.  

Now, the Bernina Massif has never lost its attraction, and remains highly prized among 

mountaineers until this day. In addition to the route to the three summits of Piz Palü, 

there are two via ferrate of varying difficulty which lead to the summit of Piz Trovat, a 

climber’s seventh heaven. Even hikers will get their money’s worth with the well-loved 

glacier trek, guided by an experienced mountaineer, such as I am. Once at our goal in 

Morteratsch, an unforgettable culinary experience awaits to be enjoyed: the smooth 

melted cheese of a glacier fondue, composed of a one-of-a-kind mix of cheeses from 

Pontresina’s own alpine dairy. And if you would rather, this delectable fondue is also 

available right here in the Diavolezza’s mountain restaurant.  

And now I will leave you to enjoy the unbelievable beauty of the mountain panorama 

and glacial scenery from the outlook platform, that you can reflect on the stories of the 

Diavolezza that I’ve told. There is still more to come.   

 


